Combination of Lidar and Model Data for Studying Deep Gravity Wave Propagation
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ABSTRACT

The paper presents a feasible method to complement ground-based middle atmospheric Rayleigh lidar temperature observations with numerical simulations in the lower stratosphere and troposphere to study gravity waves. Validated mesoscale numerical simulations are utilized to complement the temperature below 30-km altitude. For this purpose, high-temporal-resolution output of the numerical results was interpolated on the position of the lidar in the lee of the Scandinavian mountain range. Two wintertime cases of orographically induced gravity waves are analyzed. Wave parameters are derived using a wavelet analysis of the combined dataset throughout the entire altitude range from the troposphere to the mesosphere. Although similar in the tropospheric forcings, both cases differ in vertical propagation. The combined dataset reveals stratospheric wave breaking for one case, whereas the mountain waves in the other case could propagate up to about 40-km altitude. The lidar observations reveal an interaction of the vertically propagating gravity waves with the stratopause, leading to a stratopause descent in both cases.
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1. Introduction

During the last decades, internal gravity waves have been studied intensely because of their importance for the circulation and structure of the middle atmosphere (Fritts and Alexander 2003). The most energetic part of the gravity wave spectrum is excited in the troposphere, with prominent source mechanisms being the flow over topography (e.g., Smith et al. 2008), convection (e.g., Vadas et al. 2012), flow deformation, and vertical shear at upper-level fronts (Plougonven and Zhang 2014). As internal gravity waves distribute energy and momentum in the atmosphere, they represent a prominent coupling mechanism between the troposphere and the middle atmosphere (e.g., Fritts and Alexander 2003).

The amount of gravity wave activity arriving in the middle atmosphere is considerably affected by the background flow in the troposphere and stratosphere. Dissipation or reflection can hinder the propagation of gravity waves into the mesosphere (i.e., the deep wave propagation). Vertical levels where the component of the background wind in the direction of wave propagation equals the horizontal phase speed are called critical levels. There, either total or partial critical level filtering (see Teixeira 2014) impedes the vertical propagation of gravity waves (e.g., Whiteway and Duck 1996). Often, the waves break and deposit their momentum at these levels (e.g., Dörnbrack 1998). The dissipation leads to deviations from the radiative equilibrium flow state at higher altitudes (e.g., Siskind 2014). Thereby, the wind field and the thermal structure of the middle atmosphere are modified (e.g., Lindzen 1981; Holton and Alexander 2000).

Internal gravity waves have been measured and analyzed with a large variety of active and passive remote sensing techniques as well as with in situ observations. These observational tools include airborne and ground-based lidars (e.g., Alexander et al. 2011; Dörnbrack et al. 2002; Rauthe et al. 2008; Williams et al. 2006), radars (e.g., Stober et al. 2013), airglow imagers (e.g., Suzuki et al. 2010), noctilucent cloud images (e.g., Pautet et al. 2011), satellite measurements (e.g., Alexander et al. 2008), radiosonde soundings (e.g., Dörnbrack et al. 1999; Zhang and Yi 2005), and rocket soundings (e.g., Rapp et al. 2004). However, these instruments are limited to particular altitude ranges and are only sensitive to a distinct part of the gravity wave spectrum (Gardner and Taylor 1998; Preusse et al. 2009). Therefore, various instruments and measurement techniques must be combined to cover the different altitude ranges and to obtain a comprehensive picture of the gravity wave spectrum (e.g., Bossert et al. 2014; Goldberg et al. 2004; Takahashi et al. 2014). Furthermore, complementary linear theory or numerical modeling is a necessary prerequisite to understand the characteristics and propagation properties of the observed gravity waves.

The approach of the Role of the Middle Atmosphere in Climate (ROMIC) project “Investigation of the life cycle of gravity waves” (GW–LCYCLE) is to combine ground-based, airborne, and spaceborne instruments to measure the excitation, propagation, and dissipation of vertically propagating gravity waves on their way into the middle atmosphere.

A first field campaign (GW–LCYCLE I) was conducted in northern Scandinavia from 2 to 14 December 2013. GW–LCYCLE I studied the deep propagation of mountain waves excited by the flow across the Scandinavian Alps by a variety of ground-based and airborne instruments. The instrumentation comprised airglow imagers, lidars, and radars at Alomar and Esrange; coordinated balloon soundings from Andøya (69°N, 16°E), Esrange (68°N, 21°E), Kiruna (68°N, 20°E), and Sodankylä (67°N, 27°E) (Fig. 1); and in situ and remote sensing instruments onboard the research aircraft Falcon, operated by the German Aerospace Center (DLR). Of all the instruments participating in GW–LCYCLE I, the ground-based lidars were so far the only ones that provided the temporal and spatial resolution necessary for resolving low- and medium-frequency gravity waves over the entire altitude range from the lower stratosphere up to the middle atmosphere (Fritts and Alexander 2003; Rauthe et al. 2008). The disturbing presence of aerosols below about 30-km altitude allows a retrieval of temperature or
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1 ROMIC is a research initiative funded by the German ministry of research.
density perturbations from Rayleigh lidar measurements exclusively above this altitude. Therefore, the deep gravity wave propagation from the troposphere into the middle atmosphere could not be studied with these lidars alone.

In this paper, Rayleigh lidar temperatures measured by the Esrange lidar on 3–4 and 13–14 December 2013 are used between 30- and 65-km altitude. Below this altitude range, the lidar observations are complemented with temperatures simulated numerically by the Advanced Research version of the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model (ARW; Skamarock and Klemp 2008). Our goal is to determine the wave characteristics from the lower troposphere to the mesosphere. For this purpose, we combine and analyze the lidar temperature measurements and the validated mesoscale simulation results.

Prerequisites of this approach are high-resolution numerical simulations in space and time of the tropospheric and stratospheric flow above Scandinavia. Ideally, one would utilize mesoscale simulations up to the maximum altitude of the lidar observations at 65 km. However, most of the recent mesoscale stratospheric simulations extend only up to approximately 40 km or even lower. Additionally sponge layers are necessary to attenuate gravity waves below the model top (e.g., Dörnbrack et al. 2001; Limpasuvan et al. 2007, 2011; Plougonven et al. 2015).

Global meteorological analysis and forecast fields constitute an alternative to mesoscale simulations. For example, Khaykin et al. (2015) combined global-scale temperature analysis with Rayleigh lidar temperature measurements to generate a 7-yr climatology of gravity wave activity. In their study, nighttime means are used to calculate weekly and monthly means. For our study, the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Integrated Forecast System (IFS) could provide hourly vertical temperature profiles above Esrange up to 80-km altitude. However, artificial numerical horizontal diffusion2 dampens higher-frequency modes starting already at about 30-km altitude. Besides this damping, the 1-h temporal resolution is considered to be insufficient for combination with the 15-min lidar profiles. Therefore, we decided to conduct mesoscale simulations that provide a high spatial (2000 m) and temporal (300 s) resolution up to about 41-km altitude with a 10-km-thick sponge layer. Since there is a lack of an overlapping region between the WRF and the lidar data, no direct intercomparison is possible. Instead, radiosonde and aircraft temperature data are used to assure that the gravity wave structures contained in the model are realistic.

The feasibility of our approach is demonstrated for two selected cases from GW–LCYCLE I. These cases were observed by the DLR research aircraft Falcon, by extensive radiosoundings, and by lidar measurements on 3–4 December and 13–14 December 2013. The respective periods are characterized by strong-to-moderate tropospheric forcing, which excited mountain waves over northern Scandinavia. Forcing conditions are considered to be moderate if the component of the wind at 700hPa perpendicular to the Scandinavian mountain ridge is smaller than 15 ms−1, whereas strong forcing occurs if the wind component is larger than 15 ms−1. Ambient westerly winds in the stratosphere favored the propagation of mountain waves in both cases.

The gravity wave analysis of the combined dataset derives vertical wavelength and gravity wave potential energy density using the observed and simulated temperature deviations from the estimated background profiles. Additionally, the WRF Model output provides quantities like wind, vertical energy fluxes, and stability parameters (Richardson number and displacement of isentropic surfaces) in the troposphere and lower stratosphere. Thus, results of the combined dataset enable a more comprehensive characterization of gravity wave excitation and propagation. Our results should encourage other scientists to apply this kind of an approach to past and future datasets of middle atmospheric lidar measurements.

Section 2 provides an overview of the methodological approach of this study, starting with a description of the instruments and tools used. The results are presented in section 3 and discussed in detail in section 4. Finally, the conclusions are given in section 5.

2. Methodology

a. Ground-based lidar measurements

The Department of Meteorology of Stockholm University operates the Esrange lidar at Esrange (68°N, 21°E) near the Swedish city of Kiruna. The Esrange lidar uses a frequency doubled neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) solid-state laser as a light source with a pulse repetition rate of 20 Hz and a pulse energy of 900 mJ. A detection range gate of 1 μs results in a vertical resolution of 150 m. The parallel polarized Rayleigh signal covers the altitude range between 4 and 80 km. Further technical details of the system can be found in Blum and Fricke (2005) and Achttert et al. (2013). Assuming hydrostatic equilibrium, the measured density profile is integrated downward in order to obtain...
an atmospheric temperature profile, as first proposed by Hauchecorne and Chanin (1980). The initialization altitude of the integration technique was chosen to be the altitude where the count rate is four counts higher than the background count rate. The determination of the temperature profiles is limited to an altitude range between 30 and 65 km. The upper boundary of the temperature measurements suitable for gravity wave analysis was chosen in order to ensure a balance between accuracy and altitude range. The lower boundary arises because of the presence of aerosols in the lower stratosphere, which limits the application of the integration technique. For further details concerning measurement uncertainties, see Ehard et al. (2014).

The measured Rayleigh signal is integrated over 5000 laser pulses (approximately 4.2 min) for noise reduction purposes. Vertical temperature profiles are determined as sliding 1-h averages of the Rayleigh lidar measurements every 15 min. To further reduce the noise, these profiles are smoothed vertically with a running mean of a window length of 2 km. The resulting temperature profiles are binned to 2-km-wide altitude intervals, and a sliding cubic spline is used to determine the background temperature (e.g., Duck et al. 2001; Alexander et al. 2011). The background temperature profiles are then subtracted from the temperature profiles to obtain the temperature perturbations.

b. Airborne observations

The in situ temperature measurements onboard the DLR research aircraft Falcon in a temporal resolution of 1 Hz and with an accuracy of 0.5 K are used to verify the mesoscale numerical simulations. Only horizontal flight legs on 3 and 13 December 2013 are analyzed, which results in a total of more than 7 h of measurements (Table 1). Additionally, the temperature measurements are used to estimate the horizontal wavelengths along extended west–east transects across the Scandinavian mountain ridge during the two events.

c. Radiosonde observations

During GW–LCYCLE I balloonborne measurements of temperature, relative humidity, pressure, and wind were conducted at Andøya, Kiruna Airport, Esrange, and Sodankylä, respectively. In this study, the 21 radiosondes (Vaisala RS-92) released from Esrange are used to validate the WRF numerical simulations in the lowest 30 km of the atmosphere. The RS-92 has a capacitive temperature sensor with a total accuracy better than 0.5 K and GPS-wind measurement with 0.15 m s\(^{-1}\) and 2° accuracy in wind speed and wind direction, respectively (Vaisala 2014). The mean balloon ascent rate of 5 m s\(^{-1}\) leads to a vertical resolution of about 10 m.

Because of the large horizontal winds during the mountain wave events, the balloonborne measurements were taken along strongly tilted trajectories. Therefore, the sounding profiles cannot provide pure vertical profiles like the lidar observations, since they contain a combination of vertical and horizontal information of the atmospheric state. The radiosondes analyzed in this study drifted horizontally up to 270 km, depending on wind conditions.

d. Global meteorological data

Operational analyses of the ECMWF IFS are used to provide meteorological data to characterize the atmospheric situation and to serve as initial and boundary data for the mesoscale numerical simulations. The analysis fields of the IFS cycle 40r1 have a horizontal resolution of about 16 km (T1279) and 137 vertical model levels (L137). The model top of the T1279/L137 IFS was located at 0.01 hPa.

e. Mesoscale numerical simulations

To derive gravity wave parameters in the troposphere and the lower stratosphere, mesoscale simulations were performed with the WRF Model, version 3.4 (Skamarock et al. 2008). The numerical model used two nested domains over northern Scandinavia with horizontal grid resolutions of 6 and 2 km, respectively (Fig. 1). The inner domain is computed by one-way nesting. In the vertical, 131 terrain-following levels are applied, with level distances reaching from 50 m near the surface to 160 m at about 1.6-km height. In the troposphere (between 1.6- and 10-km height), the level distances are kept

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flight leg</th>
<th>Length (km)</th>
<th>Altitude (km)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>131203_1</td>
<td>184.7</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131203_2</td>
<td>601.8</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131203_3</td>
<td>228.5</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131203_4</td>
<td>472.1</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131203_5</td>
<td>433.5</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131203_6</td>
<td>323.1</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131213_1</td>
<td>239.9</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131213_2</td>
<td>484.3</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131213_3</td>
<td>475.6</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131213_4</td>
<td>246.8</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131213_5</td>
<td>112.5</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131213_6</td>
<td>67.3</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131213_7</td>
<td>317.6</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131213_8</td>
<td>111.4</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131213_9</td>
<td>433.4</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131213_10</td>
<td>165.9</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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nearly constant between 160 and 180 m. Above 10-km height, the level distances are stretched to level distances of about 600 m at the model top, which is located at 1 hPa, corresponding to about 41 km. To avoid wave reflections at the model top, a Rayleigh damping layer was added at the uppermost 10 km (Klemp et al. 2008). Different model tops and sponge layer depths were tested while conducting this study. Simulations with a model top higher than 1 hPa were found to become unstable. Currently, we do not know why this is the case but will investigate this issue in the future. The initial and boundary conditions for the WRF Model are supplied by ECMWF operational analysis on 137 model levels with a temporal resolution of 6 h. Further details about the model setup can be found in the appendix.

The complete WRF output is available every 60 and 30 min for the outer and inner domain, respectively. In addition, the momentary basic fields like wind, pressure, temperature, water vapor mixing ratio, and the Brunt–Väisälä frequency are stored every 5 min for the inner domain to obtain a temporal resolution similar to the lidar raw data. This high-resolution output enables the combination and comparison of WRF simulations with lidar, aircraft, and radiosonde data.

The numerical WRF Model is commonly used for many different atmospheric phenomena [e.g., polar lows (Wagner et al. 2011), tropical cyclones (Davis et al. 2008), downslope winds (Steinhoff et al. 2013), and nonorographic gravity waves (Plougonven et al. 2015)], and its performance has been validated thoroughly (e.g., Wagner et al. 2011; Hu et al. 2010; Wu and Petty 2010). However, the application to the flow over steep topography and to the excitation, propagation, and breaking of mountain waves are outstanding challenges, and the success often depends on the appropriate choice of vertical levels, physical parameterizations, domain locations, etc. (e.g., Doyle et al. 2011).

The accuracy of the WRF simulations is examined by comparing 21 high-vertical-resolution radiosondes launched at Esrange during December 2013 against the WRF simulations. For this purpose, the numerical results are interpolated in time and space to the individual radiosonde trajectories. Another comparison is realized using the flight level in situ data measured by the DLR research aircraft Falcon and the WRF results interpolated in space and time along the respective flight legs (Table 1). Both Falcon in situ data and WRF flight level data were averaged over 5 s, resulting in a horizontal resolution of approximately 1 km.

f. Combination of lidar and model data

The high-resolution 5-min WRF data were used to complement the lidar data in the troposphere and lower stratosphere up to an altitude of 30 km. For this purpose, the three-dimensional temperature fields of the numerical model were interpolated on a one-dimensional vertical beam at the location of the Esrange lidar for every output time. The horizontally interpolated vertical temperature profiles were then interpolated to the same vertical grid as specified by the Esrange lidar observations and averaged over the same time spans. The WRF vertical temperature profiles are relatively smooth compared to the lidar data because of the numerical scheme minimizing spurious oscillations at grid scale. Thus, no additional smoothing was applied.

Finally, temperature perturbations were determined applying the same method for the combined dataset as described for the lidar data in section 2a. In this way, the combined dataset from lidar and WRF data possesses the same temporal and spatial resolutions. The combination of both datasets enables us to analyze wave parameters and to study the vertical propagation of mountain waves from the troposphere to the middle atmosphere.

g. Analysis method

The gravity wave activity is described by the gravity wave potential energy density (GWPD) per volume calculated from

\[ E_{p,\text{vol}} = \rho_0 \frac{g^2}{2N^2} \left( \frac{T'}{T_0} \right)^2 \]  

and

\[ N^2 = \frac{g}{T_0} \left( \frac{dT}{dz} + \frac{g}{c_p} \right), \]

with the temperature fluctuations \( T' \), the background temperature \( T_0 \) and density \( \rho_0 \) (taken from the MSIS-90 model (Hedin 1991)), the Brunt–Väisälä frequency \( N \), the gravitational constant \( g \), and the heat capacity of dry air under constant pressure \( c_p \). The mean GWPD is determined as an average over one consecutive measurement period [denoted by the overline in Eq. (1)]. GWPD profiles can be interpreted as follows: Stronger temperature fluctuations at a certain altitude lead to increased values of GWPD. The profiles are not monotonic and fluctuate vertically because of the buoyancy frequency \( N^2 \) in the denominator of Eq. (1). For upward-propagating gravity waves in the absence of dissipation and reflection, \( E_{p,\text{vol}} \) is approximately constant with altitude. However, by examining the GWPD alone, processes affecting the vertical profile of the waves’ amplitude—reflection, interference, and dissipation—cannot be distinguished. A more detailed discussion about using GWPD for the quantification of gravity wave activity is given by Ehard et al. (2014).
Spectral properties of gravity waves are determined by means of a wavelet transformation (e.g., Torrence and Compo 1998). Wavelet spectra of individual temperature perturbation profiles are calculated using the Morlet wavelet of sixth order. To reduce errors at the edges of the finite data series, the end of the data series is padded with zeros before applying the wavelet transformation, which assumes the data is cyclic, and calculating the wavelet coefficients. The cone of influence (COI) is the region of the wavelet spectrum where edge effects become important. Outside the COI, the spectral amplitude could be reduced because of the zero padding (Torrence and Compo 1998). The absolute values of the individual spectra are averaged over a given time period to retrieve the mean spectrum for an observational period. Dominant vertical wavelengths are derived by examining the local maxima in the global mean wavelet spectrum, defined as the wavelet spectrum averaged with altitude (Torrence and Compo 1998).

The vertical fluxes of wave energy,

\[ E_{\text{flux,vert}} = \langle p'w' \rangle, \tag{3} \]

with pressure perturbation \( p' \) and vertical velocity perturbation \( w' \), are computed from the WRF simulations according to Kruse and Smith (2015). After interpolating the pressure and velocity fields to the desired height levels, a high-pass filter with a filter length of 300 km is applied in Fourier space, which yields the small-scale perturbations \( p' \) and \( w' \). The energy flux field is then obtained by the pointwise multiplication of these perturbations [Eq. (3)] and applying a low-pass filter with a filter length of 150 km, resulting in a smoothing of the energy flux. The brackets in Eq. (3) denote an averaging over the region 66°–70°N and 10°–25°E, including the upstream and downstream regions of the northern Scandinavian mountain ridge.

3. Results

a. Meteorological conditions in November and December 2013

In November and December 2013 the westerly flow across the mountains was often aligned with the evolving polar night jet. This flow constellation is known to excite mountain waves and to facilitate their vertical propagation into the lower and middle stratosphere (e.g., Dörnbrack et al. 2001).

Figure 2 presents the temporal evolution of temperature and wind above Esrange for the period from 21 November to 15 December 2013. The atmospheric parameters are taken from 6-hourly operational analyses of the IFS. The vertical temperature distribution shows a cold stratosphere with minimum temperatures of less than 190 K at about 30-km altitude and a warm stratopause above (Fig. 2a). The overall evolution reveals variations in the absolute values as well as in the altitude of the respective temperature layers indicative of the early formation phase of the polar vortex. Additionally, the stratospheric temperature and potential temperature are often disturbed by wavelike perturbations (e.g., around 24–25 November, 27–28 November, 3–4 December, and 11–13 December), which turn out to be periods when mountain waves were excited by the flow across the Scandinavian mountain ridge. These perturbations are correlated with an enhanced tropospheric wind and a jet stream near the tropopause (Fig. 2b). Most noticeable are the downward-propagating wind anomalies in the period 3–4 December 2013. The upper-stratospheric and mesospheric winds show a remarkable variability, which probably results from planetary waves disturbing the polar vortex during this period.

We selected two cases of enhanced observed wave activity to analyze the wave properties and to demonstrate the feasibility of the data combination. The first period on 3–4 December 2013 represents a case of strong westerly flow of about 30 m s\(^{-1}\) at 700 hPa (Fig. 3a) and a tropopause jet at 300 hPa with about 40 m s\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 3b). The meteorological situation on 3–4 December 2013 is characterized by a slowly northeastward propagating trough. This cyclonic flow led to a strong cross-mountain component of the wind. In the lower stratosphere between 30 and 10 hPa (Figs. 3c and 2b), the wind was nearly uniform with about 30 m s\(^{-1}\) but increased slightly above to values of about 60 m s\(^{-1}\) at 1 hPa (Fig. 3d). Those tropospheric and lower-stratospheric winds favor the excitation and vertical propagation of mountain waves. However, the ECMWF analyses only indicate wave patterns up to an altitude of about 30 km (Figs. 2b and 3b–d), which is approximately the altitude were the model damping by horizontal diffusion starts. Thus, it remains open if the waves could propagate into the mesosphere.

The second period on 13–14 December 2013 is characterized by moderate northwesterlies near 700 hPa (\(\pm 12\) m s\(^{-1}\)) and stronger westerlies of approximately 60 m s\(^{-1}\) at 300 hPa near the tropopause (Figs. 4a,b). This event, although similar to the first case, has some peculiarities. A few days earlier, on 11 December 2013, a strong cyclone caused gale-force winds near Kiruna. Because of the strong crosswinds at Kiruna airport, airborne observations were impossible. After the passage of this cyclone, a short-wave trough developed over the Norwegian Sea and caused the moderate northwesterlies mentioned above, allowing both ground-based and airborne observations. As in the first case,
mountain waves were excited and the stronger stratospheric winds at the inner edge of the polar vortex favored their vertical propagation (Figs. 4c,d).

**b. Validation of the WRF Model simulations**

The validation of the high-resolution numerical simulations was conducted for a total of 21 radiosonde launches. For the comparison, WRF results were interpolated to the trajectories of the individual radiosondes. Temperature perturbations were calculated for 2-km-wide altitude bins by means of the sliding spline method mentioned above in section 2a. The comparison of WRF and radiosonde temperature perturbations is shown in Fig. 5 for data up to 30-km altitude. This reveals that

---

**Fig. 2.** Time–height sections of the (a) absolute temperature (K; color coded) and the (b) horizontal wind (m s\(^{-1}\); color coded) at Esrange, Sweden. Black contour lines are the logarithm of the potential temperature. From the 6-hourly ECMWF T1279/L137 operational analyses.
temperature perturbations determined from the WRF simulations and radiosoundings are well correlated. The linear Pearson correlation coefficient of WRF and radiosonde temperature perturbations is 0.912. Comparing the absolute temperatures simulated by the WRF Model and those measured by the radiosondes results in a correlation coefficient of 0.998. The root-mean-square error is defined as

$$A_{\text{RMSE}} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum (A_{i,WRF} - A_{i,RS})^2}{n}},$$

where $A$ is either $T'$ or $T$, and $n$ is the total number of values used. The comparison of WRF and radiosonde data yields $T'_{\text{RMSE}} = 0.96$ K and $T_{\text{RMSE}} = 1.40$ K for data up to 30-km altitude. If one considers only values up to
To compare the spectral characteristics of the observed and simulated gravity waves, we calculated the wavelet spectrum of the temperature perturbations separately for both datasets. To identify the resolved scales, data with a vertical resolution of 100 m were analyzed. Figures 6a–c show the temperature perturbations derived from three radiosonde launches on 3 December 2013 (red lines) and the corresponding WRF simulations (blue lines). Figures 6d–f show the wavelet spectra for these three radiosonde launches, whereas Figs. 6g–i show the corresponding wavelet spectra for the WRF simulations.

Figures 6a–c show a general agreement of the phase as well as the amplitude between the measured and simulated temperature perturbations. Note that the temperature perturbations are calculated using a vertical
spacing of 100 m. The agreement between the radiosonde measurements and the WRF simulations increases further if the altitude resolution is reduced to 2 km, which is the altitude resolution used for the combination of lidar and model data.

Comparing Figs. 6d–f to Figs. 6g–i, a strong similarity between the radiosonde and the WRF spectra can be seen. Especially the vertical wavelengths and the corresponding altitude regions of dominant wave modes agree very well. However, the amplitudes of the dominant wave modes differ by about 1–2 K. This difference has the same order of magnitude as the RMSE of the 2-km binned temperature perturbations $T_{\text{RMSE}}$ (Fig. 5). The strong similarity of the vertical wavelet spectra, together with the low values of $T_{\text{RMSE}}$, indicate that the WRF Model is capable of not only reproducing the vertical wavelength but also the phase of the gravity waves. Furthermore, radiosondes have a larger spectral amplitude and a larger variability than the WRF Model at scales smaller than 4 km (Fig. 6). The representation of small-scale gravity waves by the WRF Model does not affect the analysis of the combined dataset, since the data is averaged over 2 km, as described in section 2a.

Additionally, we compared the Falcon in situ temperature measurements and the WRF data interpolated along horizontal flight legs on 3 and 13 December 2013 (see Table 1 for leg details). The RMSE for the comparison of the 5-s-averaged Falcon in situ and WRF absolute temperature is 0.53 K, which is comparable in magnitude to the measurement accuracy of 0.5 K of the Falcon in situ temperature measurements. The comparison reveals that the radiosonde and airborne measurements are well reproduced by the numerical simulations.

c. Lidar temperature observations

Figure 7 provides a time–height section of the temperatures determined from the Esrange lidar in the altitude range of 30–65 km between 24 November and 15 December 2013, thus extending the GW–LCYCLE I campaign. Altogether, there are approximately 130 h of lidar observations suitable for gravity wave analysis. There are several continuous periods of lidar measurements showing a perturbed stratopause region. Generally, and in agreement with the ECMWF profiles (Fig. 2a), the stratopause is warmer and exhibits larger altitude variations in December 2013 compared to November 2013.

In the following, the two observational periods of interest, as mentioned in section 3a, are described in more detail. Both periods are characterized by a descending stratopause. During 3–4 December 2013, the absolute temperatures measured by the lidar show a cooling of the stratopause (50–60-km altitude range) at the beginning of the period until 0000 UTC 4 December. The descending stratopause is followed by a narrower warm downwelling layer above 60-km altitude at around 0200 UTC 4 December 2013 (Fig. 7). The consecutive ECMWF analyses (Fig. 2a) partly reproduce the stratopause descent but do not simulate the observed temperature maximum in the narrow downwelling layer at 65-km altitude. Furthermore, temperatures simulated by ECMWF are slightly lower than the lidar temperatures above 50-km altitude.

At the beginning of the last observational period on 13–14 December 2013, the stratopause region is almost isothermal for a period of 6 h. Around 1900 UTC, the stratopause gets warmer at approximately 54-km altitude and descends until 0800 UTC 14 December by almost 10 km. The ECMWF analyses (Fig. 2a) reproduce the isothermal stratopause region, but the descent of the forming stratopause is analyzed at a later time. Also, the stratopause height is lower in the ECMWF analyses compared to the lidar measurements.

d. Wave analysis

In the following, we present the gravity wave analysis of the combined dataset for the two selected cases on 3–4 December 2013 and 13–14 December 2013.
As mentioned above, the overall meteorological conditions favored the excitation of mountain waves and their further propagation into the stratosphere. The leeward descent of air led to gaps in the low-level clouds allowing for intermittent lidar observations over a period of almost 18 h. Figure 8a shows the temperature perturbations obtained by combining the Esrange lidar and the numerical model data on 3–4 December 2013. The most prominent features of Fig. 8a are the slightly descending bands of positive and negative temperature anomalies throughout the entire altitude range until 0000 UTC 4 December 2013. At 0000 UTC, there is a reduction of amplitudes and a shift in height of the anomaly bands. Afterward, they remain almost at constant altitudes. After about 0300 UTC, the anomalies descend again, and the amplitude is increased at altitudes above 30 km. The descending temperature anomalies in time can be interpreted as propagating waves, while the patterns without altitude changes represent standing waves (i.e., stationary mountain waves).

In general, the amplitude of the temperature fluctuations grows with altitude. This is mainly caused by the amplification of the gravity waves’ amplitude due to decreasing density. However, other factors, such as the local wind conditions, are potential contributors as well. Moreover, the phase lines above 40 km appear less structured than below this altitude. We hypothesize that
this could be a superposition of internal gravity waves from different sources.

Figure 9a shows the mean wavelet spectrum for the lidar data between 30- and 65-km altitude for this case, whereas Fig. 9c depicts the corresponding analysis for the combined dataset of the lidar observations and the numerical simulation results. The Rayleigh lidar data above 30 km display a dominant wavelength of $\lambda_z \approx 9$ km. There is a broadening of the spectrum with altitude. The combined wavelet spectrum retains the dominant wave mode above 40-km altitude. At lower altitudes, the spectral distribution becomes bimodal, with modes centered around $\lambda_z \approx 7$ km and $\lambda_z \approx 12$ km, respectively. Interestingly, the spectral amplitude for $\lambda_z \approx 9$ km is strongly reduced near 30-km altitude directly below the maximum above.

Horizontal and vertical cross sections of the WRF simulation results valid at 0100 UTC 4 December 2013 are presented in Fig. 10. The horizontal wind at 25-km altitude is maximum above the Norwegian coastline and farther downstream between Sweden and Finland. The dominant horizontal wavelength estimated from the difference of consecutive horizontal wind minima amounts to $\lambda_h \approx 400$ km.

The vertical cross section of the horizontal wind along 67.883°N, which corresponds to the geographic latitude of Esrange, reveals strong perturbations in the stratosphere above and in the lee of the Scandinavian mountain ridge (Fig. 10b). Estimates of the vertical wavelength give $\lambda_z \approx 9$ km around an altitude of 15 km and $\lambda_z \approx 7$ km around an altitude of 25 km. This is in agreement with the wavelet analysis (Fig. 9). In the two regions of steepening isentropes (vertical displacements of $\approx 2$ km) at 17- and 25-km altitude, the horizontal wind is strongly reduced. The Richardson number (Fig. 10c) shows values lower than 1 between 23- and 27-km altitude above the Scandinavian mountain ridge, indicating regions susceptible to dynamic instabilities.
Furthermore, this turbulent region coincides with the altitude range at which the dominant vertical wavelength determined from the wavelet analysis is split into smaller and larger values (Fig. 9c). The shift toward smaller vertical wavelengths is also visible in the uppermost part of the radiosonde's wavelet spectrum at 2300 UTC (Fig. 6). The spectral broadening indicates that nonlinear processes like wave breaking in this altitude region are the most likely reason.

The temporal evolution of the horizontal wind above Esrange is displayed in Fig. 11. On 3 December 2013, the horizontal wind exhibits a similar vertical structure as in Fig. 10b until midnight: alternating patterns of high and low wind indicate the vertically propagating mountain waves. The formerly mentioned transition in temperature perturbation patterns (Fig. 8a) is associated with the ceasing low-level wind above Esrange due to the passage of the northeastward-propagating trough (Figs. 2b and 11) after 0000 UTC 4 December. In advance between 2100 and 0000 UTC, the waves start to break (regions at 17- and 25-km altitude with low horizontal wind) and lead to a change of the stratospheric wave signature.

The transition of the observed gravity wave fields is also revealed by computing wavelets averaged over three segments of the entire observational period on 3–4 December 2013. In the first segment, ranging from 1330 to 1730 UTC on 3 December (Fig. 12a), the spectral broadening with altitude indicates the existence of a nonmonochromatic wave field above 10-km altitude, probably as a result of different nonlinear processes (wave–wave interaction, wave breaking, and secondary wave generation). The second segment from 2200 UTC 3 December until 0300 UTC 4 December (Fig. 12b) shows a nearly coherent spectral distribution with \( \lambda_z \approx 9 \text{ km} \) up to 25-km altitude. At 30-km altitude, the spectrum broadens toward smaller vertical wavelengths close to 5 km. Above 30-km altitude, the dominant vertical wavelength is shifted back to \( \lambda_z \approx 9 \text{ km} \). In total, the spectral amplitudes are strongly reduced during the second segment. For the last segment starting at 0300 UTC 4 December (Fig. 12c), there is no significant amplitude below 30-km altitude, which is consistent with the decaying low-level forcing (Fig. 11). Above 30-km altitude, the dominant vertical wavelength is 9 km with large amplitudes (\( \approx 10 \text{ K} \)).
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On 13–14 December 2013, the short-wave trough provided moderate northwesterly horizontal winds in the troposphere (Fig. 2b) during a period of approximately 6 h. Mountain waves were excited, and the wind increased with altitude supporting their vertical propagation. Figure 8b depicts the temperature perturbations obtained from the combination of lidar measurements and WRF results. The moderate forcing is reflected by the stationary bands of low-amplitude temperature perturbations below 25-km altitude. The regular pattern of the temperature perturbations extends to 40-km altitude only until approximately 1900 UTC. Afterward, the stratospheric and mesospheric temperature perturbations turn into more chaotic and nonhomogeneous patterns. This period lasts until 0800 UTC 14 December and coincides with the pronounced descent of the warm stratopause (Fig. 7).

Examining the mean wavelet spectrum of the lidar temperature perturbations between 30 and 65 km (Fig. 9b), a peak in spectral amplitude at \( \lambda_z \approx 10.5 \text{ km} \) is determined between 40- and 60-km altitude. The
spectrum of the combined dataset (Fig. 9d) shows a dominant vertical wavelength of 8.5 km from the tropopause region up to 30-km altitude. Above 30-km altitude, the wavelet spectrum broadens, and the dominant vertical wavelength increases gradually toward $\lambda_z \approx 10.5$ km at 40-km altitude.

As for the first case, the wavelet spectrum changes over time. Four different segments are identified (Fig. 13). The first segment until 1900 UTC 13 December shows large vertical wavelengths of 11 km with moderate amplitudes ($<5$ K) in the mesosphere. Below the stratopause at 40 km, vertical wavelengths of 8 km and larger amplitudes ($>10$ K) are detected. The second segment from 1900 UTC until 2300 UTC 13 December contains a continuous spectral maximum at $\lambda_z \approx 8–10$ km from the troposphere into the mesosphere. The third and fourth segment (2300–0400 and 0400–0830 UTC) show decaying spectral amplitudes between 20- and 30-km altitude and a significant broadening of the spectrum above. The decaying spectral amplitudes can be attributed to the decaying forcing of orographic gravity waves (Fig. 2b), whereas the spectral broadening is probably caused by nonlinear interactions of gravity waves coming from other sources in the stratosphere.

e. Analysis of gravity wave energy

To quantify the gravity wave activity during both cases, the temporally averaged GWPED per volume
Surprisingly, the vertical $E_{\text{pot, volume}}$ profiles of both cases are quite similar. Between 15- and 30-km altitude, $E_{\text{pot, volume}}$ varies around values of about 0.3 J m$^{-2}$. Below, 15-km altitude, the $E_{\text{pot, volume}}$ values are larger in accordance with the strong-to-moderate excitation of mountain waves. These vertical profiles indicate nearly conservative vertical propagation of gravity waves up to 30-40-km altitude. The essential difference between both cases is the region around 35-km altitude. There, $E_{\text{pot, volume}}$ decreases significantly up to a factor of 3 for the first case, whereas the nearly conservative propagation continues for the second case, as $E_{\text{pot, volume}}$ remains almost constant up to 40-km altitude. For both cases, $E_{\text{pot, volume}}$ is highly reduced above this altitude because of dissipation, wave breaking, or wave reflection. The vertical transition from a nearly conservative to a dissipative wave regime on 3–4 December 2013 coincides with the previously noted broadening in the wavelet spectrum (Fig. 9c).

Figure 15 illustrates the vertical energy fluxes $E_{\text{flux, vert}}$ computed from the WRF simulations for both cases. Their temporal evolutions and the associated $E_{\text{flux, vert}}$ distribution across the different model levels shed light on the excitation and vertical propagation of the simulated mountain waves.

For the first case (Fig. 15a), large $E_{\text{flux, vert}}$ values reaching up to 2.3 W m$^{-2}$ and 1.8 W m$^{-2}$ are simulated at the lowest levels at 4- and 9-km altitude, respectively. As mentioned above, this case is characterized by a long-lasting and strong tropospheric forcing, which reflects in the enhanced $E_{\text{flux, vert}}$ values between 4- and 13-km altitude from 1200 to 0000 UTC 4 December 2013. Above the tropopause, these vertical energy fluxes decrease nearly monotonically with altitude. After 0000 UTC 4 December 2013, $E_{\text{flux, vert}}$ generally decreases at all altitude levels.

The second case is characterized by a distinct peak of vertical energy fluxes at around 1200 UTC 13 December 2013 (Fig. 15b). Although the low-level values are slightly smaller than for the first case, a pronounced $E_{\text{flux, vert}}$ maximum occurs at 9-km altitude, which can be attributed to the favorable propagation conditions, because of the stronger tropopause jet stream compared to the first case. As a result, the vertical energy fluxes at stratospheric levels are slightly larger, too. Common to both cases is the quick decrease of $E_{\text{flux, vert}}$ at all levels as the horizontal wind ceases in the troposphere and lower stratosphere: that is, with the decaying forcing of gravity waves (Figs. 2b and 11a).

4. Discussion

Two different cases of excitation and propagation of gravity waves were analyzed using a combination of WRF simulations and lidar measurements. During the first case on 3–4 December 2013, gravity waves with a dominant vertical wavelength of 9 km were detected up to an altitude of 25 km (Fig. 9c). Hence,
the presence of the polar vortex edge above Esrange (Fig. 3d) allowed gravity wave propagation into the middle stratosphere (e.g., Whiteway et al. 1997). Around 30-km altitude, a broadening of the wavelet spectrum was determined as the dominant vertical wavelength was shifted toward smaller and larger wavelengths.

According to linear theory (e.g., Lin 2007), the propagation characteristics of mountain waves can be determined by the relation of the horizontal wavenumber $k_h$ and the Scorer parameter $\ell$, defined as

$$\ell = \sqrt{N^2 \frac{1}{\bar{u}} \frac{d^2 \bar{u}}{dz^2}},$$

with the Brunt–Väisälä frequency $N$ and the mean horizontal wind speed $\bar{u}$. Mountain waves can propagate vertically if $\ell^2 > k_h^2$ or, in other words, if they have a horizontal wavelength larger than the critical horizontal wavelength $\lambda_{h,\text{crit}} = 2\pi/\ell$. For the hydrostatic regime ($\ell^2 \gg k_h^2$) the squared vertical wavenumber $m^2$ is equal to $\ell^2$. Thus, in the case of hydrostatic mountain waves with $\lambda_h \gg \lambda_{h,\text{crit}}$, the vertical wavelength $\lambda_v$ is equal to $\lambda_{h,\text{crit}}$.

Figure 16a shows the critical horizontal wavelength $\lambda_{h,\text{crit}}$ determined from the radiosonde data measured on 3–4 December 2013: $\lambda_{h,\text{crit}}$ is 15 km in the lowest 5 km and decreases to $\lambda_{h,\text{crit}} \approx 10$ km above. This value is nearly uniform up to 28-km altitude. Above this level, $\lambda_{h,\text{crit}}$ decreases gradually.

The dominant horizontal wavelength determined from the Falcon temperature data for the two flights in this period is generally between 300 and 400 km (not shown) and thus much larger than $\lambda_{h,\text{crit}}$ (Fig. 16a). This finding is in agreement with a horizontal wavelength of $\lambda_h \approx 400$ km determined from the WRF cross sections (Fig. 10a). Hence, $\lambda_{h,\text{crit}}$ determined from the radiosondes is equal to the vertical wavelength of the hydrostatic mountain waves. Comparing Fig. 16a to Fig. 9c, the vertical distribution of $\lambda_{h,\text{crit}}$ and the dominant wave mode obtained by the wavelet spectrum appear to be quite similar. Especially the shift toward shorter vertical wavelengths at around 30-km altitude is striking in both datasets. This indicates that the observed wave field is dominated by hydrostatic mountain waves on 3–4 December 2013.

The change of the dominant vertical wavelength at approximately 30-km altitude coincides with a region of low Richardson number, indicating a turbulent region (Fig. 10c). At the same altitude, the GWPED per volume was reduced (Fig. 14). Together with the very low horizontal wind simulated by the WRF Model (Fig. 10b), these results point to a wave breaking region: The nearly conservative wave propagation reached a level of low background winds. There, the zonal wind perturbation amplitude of the mountain waves became comparable to the ambient wind, the waves steepened, and they locally generated a self-induced critical level.
The attendant overturning of the isentropes led to wave breaking within this altitude region and resulted in the shift toward smaller vertical wavelengths (Fig. 9c), which is in agreement with the radiosonde data (Fig. 6).

Above the breaking region, the dominant vertical wavelength is shifted toward larger values of 9–10 km. This might be caused either by parts of the waves passing through the breaking region, the emission of secondary gravity waves from the breaking region (Satomura and Sato 1999), or waves arriving at this altitude that were excited by another source process.

After 0300 UTC 3–4 December 2013, the ceasing of the tropospheric wind results in a reduction of lower-stratospheric gravity wave activity. However, above 30-km altitude, gravity wave amplitudes are still considerably large, indicating gravity waves that are either excited around Esrange and still arriving at these altitudes or coming from sources located farther away from Esrange. Additionally, the enhancement of gravity wave amplitude above 30-km altitude coincides with the jump of the stratopause to 60-km altitude around 0200 UTC 4 December 2013 and the following descent of the stratopause (Fig. 7). The coincidence in time suggests an influence of the upward-propagating gravity waves on the thermal structure of the stratopause (Hitchman et al. 1989). Currently, this remains a hypothesis and will be investigated further in the future.

For the second case on 13–14 December 2013 the moderate tropospheric winds provided favorable conditions for the excitation of mountain waves in advance

---

**Fig. 13.** Absolute value of the amplitude of the gravity wave–induced temperature perturbations as calculated by wavelet transformations from the combined dataset during 13–14 Dec averaged over four segments of the entire measurement period: (a) 1545–1900, (b) 1900–2300, (c) 2300–0345, and (d) 0400–0830 UTC. The black dashed line marks the cone of influence. The red dashed line denotes the transition between the model data and the lidar measurements.
and at the beginning of the measurement period. During the course of the measurements, the tropospheric winds decreased remarkably. The presence of a strong jet around the tropopause, with winds of up to \(60 \text{ m s}^{-1}\) (Fig. 4b), provided favorable conditions for gravity wave propagation from the troposphere into the stratosphere (Whiteway and Duck 1999). As during the first case, Esrange was located below the inner edge of the polar vortex (Fig. 4d). However, compared to the first case, the core of the polar night jet was closer to northern Scandinavia, resulting in larger winds in the middle stratosphere. The combination of moderate forcing conditions and stronger stratospheric winds prohibited the formation of a local critical level because of the vertically propagating gravity waves. This situation is very fortunate, as several field campaigns studying the vertical propagation of gravity waves encountered critical levels in the stratosphere (e.g., Smith et al. 2008).

The GWPED profile and the wavelet analysis revealed conservative wave propagation up to 40-km altitude. With the ceasing of the horizontal wind in the troposphere during the measurement period, the gravity wave activity below 40 km decreased as well. Above 40 km, the wave field was highly inhomogeneous, and strong wave activity was detected even at the end of the measurement period (Fig. 13). This could be attributed to gravity waves from other sources propagating to these altitudes above Esrange.

The mean critical horizontal wavelength \(\lambda_{h,\text{crit}}\) derived from the radiosoundings conducted on 13 December 2013 is plotted as a function of altitude in Fig. 16b. In accordance with the moderate tropospheric forcing during the second case, \(\lambda_{h,\text{crit}}\) is smaller below 5-km altitude, increases to values of \(\lambda_{h,\text{crit}} \approx 15 \text{ km}\) at the jet stream level, and is almost constantly equal to 9 km between 15 and 24 km. Above 24 km, \(\lambda_{h,\text{crit}}\) gradually increases toward \(\lambda_{h,\text{crit}} = 13 \text{ km}\). Below 15-km altitude, \(\lambda_{h,\text{crit}}\) shows a larger variability because of the transient forcing conditions during the passage of the short-wave trough.

Horizontal wavelengths estimated from the Falcon in situ measurements show a larger variability than on 3–4 December 2013 and vary from \(\lambda_h = 20–200 \text{ km}\) (not shown). These values are larger than the critical horizontal wavelength depicted in Fig. 16b. However, especially the lower values are not much larger than the
maximum of $\lambda_{h,\text{crit}} \approx 15$ km at 9-km altitude. Hence, in this case, $\lambda_{h,\text{crit}}$ cannot be equated without a doubt to $\lambda_z$.

Thus, it remains unclear if the gravity wave field is dominated by hydrostatic mountain waves on 13–14 December 2013. In fact, it is likely that a superposition of source processes influences the gravity wave spectrum on 13–14 December: The passage of the short-wave trough is expected to excite mountain waves, and the tropospheric jet is likely to influence the gravity wave spectrum as well. Additionally, the transient tropospheric forcing of mountain waves, as seen in the strong decrease of vertical energy flux after 1200 UTC 13 December 2013 (Fig. 15b), results in a large temporal variability of the gravity wave spectrum (Fig. 13).

5. Summary and conclusions

This study presented a feasible approach to complement middle atmospheric Rayleigh lidar temperature observations. Validated mesoscale numerical simulations were applied to complete the temperature measurements below an altitude of 30 km. Comparing temperatures simulated by the WRF Model to radiosoundings conducted at Esrange and the Falcon in situ data, we found the model to be in agreement with the measurements. Spectral characteristics of the radiosoundings and the WRF Model examine strong similarities, although the gravity wave amplitudes differ slightly.

The feasibility of the approach to combine measurements and numerical simulations was demonstrated for two cases of orographically forced gravity waves above northern Scandinavia. For both cases, we could prove a significant excitation of gravity waves due to the strong-to-moderate flow across the Scandinavian mountain ridge.

Both cases show waves propagating up to approximately 30–40-km altitude. However, the stratospheric wind minimum in one case led to wave breaking around 30-km altitude. Interestingly, the wave signature reestablished above the breaking region. This indicates that the stratospheric wind minimum controls the wave propagation, permitting only a certain part of the gravity wave spectrum to propagate vertically. The second case was characterized by a more transient and more moderate forcing. Also, the stratospheric winds were larger, allowing the gravity waves to propagate to higher altitudes.

Hence, the additional information retrieved from the numerical simulations (synoptic situation, wind, Richardson
number, atmospheric stability, etc.) allowed for a more comprehensive characterization of the gravity wave field. Thus, it was possible to study the vertical propagation of gravity waves from the troposphere into the middle atmosphere, which is generally not possible with Rayleigh lidar observations alone.

Furthermore, the Rayleigh lidar observations revealed a stratopause layer descending over several kilometers during both cases, indicating an interaction of the vertically propagating gravity waves with the stratopause. A more detailed analysis of the wave propagation and the interaction with the stratopause will be the subject of a future study.
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APPENDIX

WRF Model Setup

In this study, mesoscale simulations are performed with the WRF Model, version 3.4. This model was developed by the Mesoscale and Microscale Meteorology Division of the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) and was designed for both operational and research applications. This study uses the ARW dynamic solver, which integrates the nonhydrostatic, fully compressible Euler equations in flux form on terrain-following vertical η coordinates. The governing equations are expressed in a perturbation form, where the variables compose a hydrostatically balanced reference state, which only depends on height and describes the atmosphere at rest, and a perturbation part (Skamarock et al. 2008). The vertical dry-hydrostatic pressure η levels are defined as

\[ \eta = \frac{P_h - P_{ht}}{P_{hs} - P_{ht}} \]

where \( P_h \) is the hydrostatic pressure component at the corresponding level, and \( P_{ht} \) and \( P_{hs} \) are the model top and surface pressures, respectively. The values of η vary between 0 at the model top and 1 at the model surface. As \( \mu(x, y) = P_{hs} - P_{ht} \) represents the mass per unit area at the location \( (x, y) \), the η-level system is also called a mass vertical coordinate system. In this study, a vertically stretched grid is defined by 131 η levels with linearly increasing level distances from 50 m near the surface to 160 m at about 1.6-km altitude. In the troposphere (between 1.6- and 10-km height), the level distances are kept nearly constant between 160 and 180 m. Above 10-km height, the level distances are stretched to level distances of about 600 m at an altitude of 41 km. The model top is defined at 1 hPa (about 41 km). As the vertical levels are pressure based, the chosen level distances are valid for a surface potential temperature of 270 K and a sea level pressure of 1000 hPa.

The WRF Model uses a horizontally staggered Arakawa C grid. Thermodynamic variables like potential temperature \( \theta \) or pressure \( p \) are defined on full grid points, called mass points, whereas the horizontal wind components \( u \) and \( v \) are staggered one-half grid lengths from the mass points in the \( x \) and \( y \) direction, respectively. Staggering in the vertical direction implies that the geopotential \( \phi \) and vertical wind component \( w \) are defined on half η levels, whereas thermodynamic variables are located on full η levels. The horizontal computational grid with constant gridpoint distances of \( \Delta x = 6 \) and 2 km for the outer and inner domain, respectively, is defined by a polar stereographic projection, which is centered at 70.4°N and 10°E. The computational domains consist of \( 350 \times 300 \) and \( 343 \times 226 \) grid points for the outer and inner domain, respectively. The topographies in the model domains are based on terrain datasets with 2' and 30' horizontal resolution, which are interpolated to the polar stereographic grid by the WRF Preprocessing System (WPS).

The time integration is performed with a third-order Runge–Kutta (RK3) time-split integration scheme (Wicker and Skamarock 2002; Klemp et al. 2007). In this scheme, the RK3 time integration consists of two integration loops with a large \( \Delta \tau \) and a small (acoustic) \( \Delta \tau \) time step, respectively. Thereby meteorologically significant low-frequency modes are integrated with the large RK3 time step, whereas high-frequency acoustic modes and gravity waves are integrated over smaller time steps to maintain numeric stability. In this study, a large time step \( \Delta \tau \) of 15 s is used.

Physical parameterizations used in this study contain the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model longwave scheme.
(Mlawer et al. 1997), the Goddard shortwave scheme (Chou and Suarez 1994), the Mellor–Yamada–Nakanishi–Niino planetary boundary layer scheme (Nakanishi and Niino 2009), the WRF single-moment 6-class microphysics scheme (WSM6; Hong and Lim 2006), Noah land surface model (Chen and Dudhia 2001), and the Kain–Fritsch cumulus parameterization scheme (Kain and Fritsch 1990).

The initial and boundary conditions for the WRF Model are supplied by ECMWF operational analysis on 137 model levels with a temporal resolution of 6 h. This means that, at the initial time, variables at all grid points of the WRF domain are defined by ECMWF data, whereas ECMWF data are only used to define the domain boundaries during the simulation runs.
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